Mapping the cellular landscape of Atlantic salmon head kidney by single cell and single nucleus transcriptomics
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ABSTRACT

Single-cell transcriptomics is the current gold standard for global gene expression profiling, not only in mammals and model species, but also in non-model fish species. This is a rapidly expanding field, creating a deeper understanding of tissue heterogeneity and the distinct functions of individual cells, making it possible to explore the complexities of immunology and gene expression on a highly resolved level. In this study, we compared two single cell transcriptomic approaches to investigate cellular heterogeneity within the head kidney of healthy farmed Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar). We compared 14,149 cell transcriptomes assayed by single cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) with 18,067 nuclei transcriptomes captured by single nucleus RNA-Seq (snRNA-seq). Both approaches detected eight major cell populations in common: granulocytes, hematopoietic stem cells, erythrocytes, mononuclear phagocytes, thrombocytes, B cells, NK-like cells, and T cells. Four additional cell types, endothelial, epithelial, interrenal, and mesenchymal cells, were detected in the snRNA-seq dataset, but appeared to be lost during preparation of the single cell suspension submitted for scRNA-seq library generation. We identified additional heterogeneity and subpopulations within the B cells, T cells, and endothelial cells, and revealed developmental trajectories of hematopoietic stem cells into differentiated granulocyte and mononuclear phagocyte populations. Gene expression profiles of B cell subtypes revealed distinct IgM and IgT-skewed resting B cell lineages and provided insights into the regulation of B cell lymphopoiesis. The analysis revealed eleven T cell sub-populations, displaying a level of T cell heterogeneity in salmon head kidney comparable to that observed in mammals, including distinct subsets of cd4/cd8-negative T cells, such as tcry positive, progenitor-like, and cytotoxic cells. Although snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq were both useful to resolve cell type-specific expression in the Atlantic salmon head kidney, the snRNA-seq pipeline was overall more robust in identifying several cell types and subpopulations. While scRNA-seq displayed higher levels of ribosomal and mitochondrial genes, snRNA-seq captured more transcription factor genes. However, only scRNA-seq-generated data was useful for cell trajectory inference within the myeloid lineage. In conclusion, this study systematically outlines the relative merits of scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq in Atlantic salmon, enhances understanding of teleost immune cell lineages, and provides a comprehensive list of markers for identifying major cell populations in the head kidney with significant immune relevance.
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1. Introduction

Cells can be classified into distinct types based on their developmental and tissue origin, function, and properties including size, density, and expression of surface markers. Histological examination can only identify a limited range of cell types reliably in tissue sections, and examining specific cell types in their morphological context requires antibodies (for immunostaining) or RNA probes (for in situ RNA hybridisation) to robust cell-type-specific targets. Furthermore, methods to identify, isolate, and characterise individual cell populations, such as flow cytometry- or magnetic bead-assisted cell sorting, depend on cell type-specific labelling by antibodies to surface molecules or the genetic insertion of lineage-driven fluorescent proteins. An incomplete knowledge of cell-type-specific molecules, coupled with the limited availability of specific research reagents for such targets, limits our scope to understand the fundamental biology of many non-model species, such as Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), including studies of the immune system [1].

One way to overcome such barriers is to harness high-throughput sequencing technologies, which allow biological systems to be investigated without antibodies or pre-selected markers. For many years, RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) from whole organs or tissues (bulk RNA-seq) has been instrumental to understand transcriptional responses in fish immunology [2]. Despite such advances, bulk RNA-seq measures the average level of gene expression of all cells in a sample, meaning cellular heterogeneity is masked, and key information (such as expression from rare cell types) is lost. The recent rapid development of single cell-resolved omics overcomes this limitation. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) is the current gold standard for studies of the mammalian transcriptome [3] and has been applied to many non-model animals including fish and shellfish used in aquaculture [4]. The main advantage of scRNA-seq is that each transcript is assigned to a single cell, allowing cell types to be clustered and classified based on similarity in gene expression. In this way, scRNA-seq unveils immune cell heterogeneity, facilitates the discovery of new and rare cell types, and aids the identification of marker genes for specific cell populations [5,6]. Furthermore, marker genes defined by scRNA-seq are potential targets for antibody development and in situ hybridisation assays to understand the spatial organisation of cell types within tissues.

An alternative approach to scRNA-seq is to analyze the RNA within nuclei isolated from a tissue. This method, referred to as single nucleus sequencing (snRNA-seq), provides comparable gene detection sensitivity to scRNA-seq, even though the amount of nuclear RNA is lower than that of the whole cell [7]. As snRNA-seq, unlike standard scRNA-seq, is compatible with frozen tissue samples, it has several practical benefits that are particularly suited to the study of aquaculture species [4]. On the other hand, several studies have indicated that scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq differ in their ability to detect certain cell types under specific assay conditions [8,9].

The teleost head kidney contributes to the immune response against microbes as a primary and secondary lymphoid organ and is considered a functional homologue of both the mammalian bone marrow and adrenal gland. Due to its important roles in the immune system, the head kidney has been extensively studied [10,11]. In line with its haematopoietic function, the head kidney is highly heterogeneous and contains diverse cell types that have been identified by scRNA-seq in different species, including three-spined stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) [12], broadnosed pipefish (Syngnathus typhle) [13], Nile tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus) [14,15] and flounder (Paralichthys olivaceus) [16].

In this study, we compared the performance of scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq to resolve cellular heterogeneity in the head kidney of healthy farmed Atlantic salmon, where an improved understanding of immune-relevant cell biology has applied value for understanding disease and vaccination outcomes. We derive a comprehensive list of markers that robustly identify the major cell populations of head kidney. Our findings reveal that the snRNA-seq is more robust for identifying certain cell types and highlight that protocol-specific biases in the sample preparation pipeline for scRNA-seq may result in loss of entire cell populations. We describe distinct developmental B cell states as well as subpopulations of head kidney T cells and endothelial cells, and reveal distinct developmental trajectories within the myeloid lineage from haematopoietic stem cells. Our findings offer novel insights into the cellular composition of the Atlantic salmon head kidney and reveal extensive differential expression of Atlantic salmon-specific transcription factor paralogues across different cell types and developmental stages. Overall, this study provides an important foundation for further immunological investigations and offers a rich toolbox of marker genes for investigating the role of head kidney cellular heterogeneity in vaccination and infectious disease.

2. Methods

2.1. scRNA-seq sample preparation

Two healthy Atlantic salmon (approximately 180 g body weight) were reared and kept in freshwater at the Center for Sustainable Aquaculture at Norwegian University of Life Sciences (NMBU, Ås, Norway). Fish were maintained on a 24 h light photoperiod in circular tanks in a temperature-controlled recirculation system (14 ± 1 °C) and fed to satiation with a standard commercial diet. Fish were anaesthetized with 300 mg/L tricaine methanesulfonate (MS-222, Argent Chemical Laboratories, WA, USA) and blood was collected by caudal venipuncture for another experiment. Fish were killed by cervical sectioning, and the head kidney was sampled and placed in Leibovitz-15 medium (Lonza Bioscience, catalog no. 12-700F) supplemented with 5 % fetal bovine serum (Avantor, catalog no. 970680-085), 4 mM L-glutamine (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. 59202C), and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin/amphotericin (Biovest, catalog no. L0010) and kept on ice.

With a 1 mL syringe plunger, the head kidney tissue was gently passed through a Falcon strainer (70 μm) positioned on a Petri dish containing 5 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The Falcon strainer was washed with an additional 5 mL of PBS, and the cell suspension filtered through a 30-μm strainer into a 50 mL Falcon tube. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 500 × g for 5 min at 10 °C. The resulting pellet was re-suspended and layered onto a discontinuous Percoll gradient with a range of 1.04 and 1.09 g/L. The Falcon tube was centrifuged at 500 × g for 60 min at 10 °C. The cells at the interface of the Percoll gradient were collected, washed three times in DPBS (Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline, Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. DB537), supplemented with 0.04 % ultrapure bovine serum (BSA, Invitrogen, catalog no. AM2616) then centrifuged at 500 × g for 5 min at 10 °C. The cells were manually counted using a hemocytometer and re-suspended in DPBS 0.04 % BSA to a concentration of 900 cells/μL for scRNA-seq library preparation (see below). Both single-cell suspensions showed a viability of 95 %, as evaluated by propidium iodide (0.02 mg/mL) staining and flow cytometry (ACEA Novocyte 3000, Agilent, CA, USA). All the experiments were performed over ice, and the tubes were placed on ice for transportation.

2.2. snRNA-seq sample preparation

Two healthy Atlantic salmon (approximately 25 g body weight) were reared and sampled as previously described [17]. Briefly, the fish were kept in freshwater tanks maintained at 14 °C at the University of Aberdeen (Scotland, UK), and fed to satiation with a commercial salmon diet. Fish were anaesthetized using 2-phenoxethanol (Sigma–Aldrich, catalog no. 77699) (0.0025 % v/v in water) and given an intraperitoneal injection of a lethal dose of 2-phenoxethanol (0.1 % v/v in water) and destruction of the brain. Head kidney samples were flash frozen on dry ice prior to nuclear isolation. Liver and spleen samples of the fish used for snRNA-seq were analysed in separate studies [17] and [18].
Nuclear isolation followed a Tween with salts and Tris buffer (TST) based method adapted from Refs. [17,19]. Briefly, approximately 45 mg flash frozen head kidney tissue per fish was placed in a 6-well tissue culture plate (Stem Cell Technologies, catalog no. 38015) with 1 mL TST buffer (2 mL of 2X ST buffer, 120 μL of 1X TWEEN-20 (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. P-7994), 20 μL of 2X BSA (New England Biolabs, catalog no. B9000), 1.86 mL nuclease-free water) and minced using Noyes spring scissors (Fine Science Tools, catalog no. 15514-12) for 10 min on ice. The homogenate was filtered through a 40-μm cell strainer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 08-771-2), and a further 1 mL of TST was added. To the nuclei suspension, 3 mL of 1X ST solution (diluted from 2X ST buffer) (290 μL of 146 mM NaCl (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. AM9759), 100 μL of 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. 15567027), 10 μL of 1 mM CaCl2 (Vwr, ES06-100 mL), 210 μL of 21 mM MgCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog no. M1028), brought up to 10 mL with nuclease-free water) was added to achieve a final volume of 5 mL. The sample was centrifuged at 500 x g for 5 min at 4 °C before the resulting pellet was re-suspended in 500 μL of 1X ST buffer and filtered through a 40-μm cell strainer.

2.3. cDNA library preparation and sequencing

The scRNA-seq libraries were prepared at the Genomics Core Facility at Oslo University Hospital (Oslo, Norway) using the Single Cell 3′ Reagent Kit v3.1 from 10X Genomics (Pleasanton, CA) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Sequencing of scRNA-seq libraries was done using an Illumina NextSeq500 (San Diego, CA, USA), aiming to recover 6000 cells per library and generating 150 base pair (bp) paired-end reads. The snRNA-seq libraries were processed in the same way at the University of Edinburgh, using head kidney nuclei as input. The scRNA-seq libraries were sequenced on an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 by Novogene UK Ltd, aiming to recover 7000 nuclei per library and generating 150 bp paired-end reads.

2.4. Data analysis

The current Atlantic salmon reference genome (Ssas_v3.1; GCA_000233375.4) was downloaded from Ensembl version 106 (https://wwwensembl.org/Salmo_salar/Info/Index). The mitochondrial assembly and annotations from the previous reference (ICSASG_v2; GCA_000233375.4) were appended to this reference. STARsolve (2.7.10a) [20] was used to map the raw reads (fastx files) for both the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets to this genome, demultiplex and remove correct cell barcodes, and quantifying per-cell gene expression. The ‘STAR’ command was used with the following parameter changes: –outSAMtype BAM SortedByCoordinate, –soloType CB,UMI Simple, –clipAdapterType CellRanger4, –soloFeatures GeneFull,Ex50pAS, –soloUMIdedup 1 MM_CR, –outFilterMatchMin 40, –outFilterScoreMin 40, –soloBarcodeReadLength 0, –soloUMIFiltering MultiGeneUMI_CR, –soloCellFilter EmptyDrops_CR, –soloMultiMappers EM. Summary statistics for mapping rates are provided in Supplementary Table 1.

The unfiltered count matrices were then processed by Cellbender (0.3.0) [21], to infer and remove the ambient RNA signal and perform cell calling. Optimal settings for expected cell numbers and total droplets to include were estimated with ranked barcode plots and the number of epochs set to 200. QC was performed separately for each dataset using Seurat (version 4.1.0) [22]. Cells with fewer than 150 genes or unique molecular identifiers (UMIs), or with greater than 20 % of the UMIs associated with mitochondrial genes, were removed from downstream scRNA-seq analysis. Nuclear with fewer than 200 genes or 300 UMIs, or with more than 10 % of UMIs associated with mitochondrial genes were removed from downstream snRNA-seq analysis. Data was normalised using two methods: “lognormalization” with standard Seurat parameters for visualisation purposes and with “SCTransform” for clustering and to generate UMAPs.

Cell annotation was performed by first undertaking a manual exploration of the data using a priori markers from other studies in fish and mammals to annotate the broad cell lineages (Supplementary Table 2). These a priori markers proved to be of variable specificity thus a list of highly specific markers for each major cell lineage was generated and populations re-annotated by performing high-resolution clustering (resolution of 10 in the “findClusters” Seurat command) and automatically annotating each cluster using the following criteria: mean absolute expression of markers > 0.1; at least 40 % of cells expressing all marker genes; and the mean expression greater than 0.5 standard deviations above the mean expression for the dataset. Clusters assigned no identity were manually inspected and assigned. Clusters with two potential identities were identified as potential doublets. If the command “findDoubletClusters” in scDBlFinder (1.14.0) [23] also identified these clusters as doublets, they were removed. scDBlFinder was also used to identify and remove homotypic doublets (doublets formed from transcriptionally similar cells). The two replicates of each dataset were integrated using Harmony [24] and downstream analysis performed separately for scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq. Individual analysis and clustering of subpopulations (T cell, B cell, endothelial, and myeloid lineages) was performed by creating separate Seurat objects, normalising with scranform, and clustering with Seurat before manual identification of each population.

For the analysis comparing the expression levels of transcription factor genes between scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets, we obtained a list of 931 genes from the Atlantic salmon genome (Ssas_v3.1) annotated with the gene ontology (GO) term “DNA-binding transcription factor activity” (GO:0003700) using Biomart [25]. We then used this list to calculate the percentage of UMIs mapped to candidate transcription factor genes in both the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets. This analysis was only performed on cell populations present in both datasets.

PHATE [26] was used to perform trajectory analysis on particular populations identified within the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets. Seurat objects were generated to combine the haematopoietic stem cells cluster with the granulocyte and mononuclear phagoocyte clusters in turn. The count matrix was renormalised within scranform and the phateR (v1.0.7) package used to calculate 2-dimensional PHATE embeddings from the scranform generated residuals. Clustering based on the PHATE embeddings was performed using the FindNeighbors and FindClusters Seurat functions.

Gene annotations were taken from the Ensembl annotation for Atlantic salmon. For genes with no name, Biomart [25] was used to identify orthologues in other species (all salmonids, northern pike, zebrafish, medaka, chicken, mouse and human) and the gene name from the most closely related gene was used. Biomart was also used to find predicted protein products in support of annotation.

For visualisation of the relationship between cell clusters from each dataset, we performed differential genes expression tests for all clusters and plotted a Sankey diagram using the R package networkD3 (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/networkD3/index.html) to visualise the number of shared marker genes between populations in the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq data. Pearson rank correlation values between clusters were calculated based on the average expression of all marker genes in each cluster.

3. Results

scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets were generated from head kidneys of healthy Atlantic salmon from independent samplings and stocks (two animals per method), using shared parameters for mapping, annotation, and quality control. The two datasets were analysed in parallel rather than integrated to ensure unbiased (i.e. independent) inferences on their performance in capturing cellular heterogeneity and cell-specific marker genes. It is important to note that the difference in fish size between the two experiments presents a potential limitation that may affect the direct comparison of cell type composition, with
3.1. **snRNA-seq identified more unique head kidney cell types**

14,149 cells and 18,067 nuclei passed filtering and were used for downstream analysis. The full list of marker genes for each cluster is provided in Supplementary Table 3.

Eight major cell populations were identified in both datasets: granulocytes, haematopoietic stem cells (HSC), erythrocytes, mononuclear phagocytes (MP), thrombocytes, B cells, natural killer-like (NK-like) cells, and T cells. Four additional clusters were identified in the snRNA-seq dataset only: endothelial cells, mesenchymal cells, a small population of interrenal cells, and a cluster of epithelial cells (Fig. 1A). Screening endothelial marker transcripts at the sequential steps of sample preparation revealed that endothelial cells were lost during filtering of the single cell suspension prior to library preparation, suggesting incomplete vascular stalk dissociation (Supplementary Fig. 1). The percentage of cells in most cell clusters were higher in snRNA-seq, suggesting incomplete vascular stalk dissociation (Supplementary Fig. 1). Among the genes used to identify T cells were **cd3e** (ENSSSAG0000076824), **cd24** (ENSSSAG00000083857), **tcf7** (ENSSSAG0000006857, ENSSSAG000000064204), **bcl11b** (ENSSSAG00000045088, ENSSSAG00000079184), **b9** (ENSSSAG00000045055), and **prkd3** (ENSSSAG00000068132, ENSSSAG00000075988). Subpopulations of T cells are described in section 3.5.2.

3.3. **Atlantic salmon head kidney cell populations recovered in both datasets**

3.3.1. **B cells**

Similar numbers and relative proportions of B cells were identified in both datasets, with 4211 (30 % of total cells) recovered by snRNA-seq and 5293 (29 % of total) by snRNA-seq. The B cell cluster showed high expression of well-characterised B cell markers, including **swap70** (ENSSSAG00000115076, ENSSSAG00000118232), **cd79a** (ENSSSAG00000119380), **ebf1** (ENSSSAG0000041858, ENSSSAG0000070298, ENSSSAG000000797980), **pax5** (ENSSSAG00000104911), and several immunoglobulin-related genes. Interestingly, certain classic pan B cell markers, like **cd79a** and **cd22** (ENSSSAG0000001154 [sc-only]), were highly expressed not only by B cells, but also by other Atlantic salmon head kidney cell populations. Specifically, one T cell subcluster expressed **cd79a**, whereas granulocytes and erythrocytes expressed different paralogues of **cd22** (ENSSSAG0000001154, ENSSSAG00000053845, respectively). Nevertheless, combining **cd79a** with a set of other markers, including **cd37** (ENSSSAG00000065541), **bcl11a/aβ** (ENSSSAG00000074341 [sn-only], ENSSSAG00000078113, ENSSSAG00000086930, ENSSSAG000000119971), and **pax5** (ENSSSAG00000104911) reliably identified Atlantic salmon B cell populations in both datasets. Subpopulations of B cells are described in section 3.5.1.

3.3.3. **Erythrocytes**

Erythrocytes were recovered from both datasets with 151 (1 % of total cells) identified by snRNA-seq and 957 (5 % of total) by snRNA-seq. The low number of erythrocytes retrieved by snRNA-seq was expected, considering the density gradient centrifugation before library preparation. The erythrocytes formed a well-defined population with high expression of haemoglobin genes including **hba aa2** (ENSSSAG00000044737, ENSSSAG00000095264, ENSSSAG00000065229, ENSSSAG00000086616), **hbα1** (ENSSSAG00000045065), **hbα1** (ENSSSAG00000048536, ENSSSAG00000065233) and **hbβα2** (ENSSSAG0000011938, ENSSSAG00000088798, ENSSSAG0000103747). Other highly expressed genes in this cluster were **alas2** (ENSSSAG00000068428), **ank1/a** (ENSSSAG00000078696, ENSSSAG00000047949) and **caha** (ENSSSAG00000085097).

3.3.4. **Granulocytes**

The granulocyte cluster was the only cluster with a higher proportion of cells identified using snRNA-seq, comprising 7268 cells (51 % of total), compared to 2522 (14 % of total) for snRNA-seq. This cluster was enriched for genes encoding oxidative, proteolytic and glycolytic enzymes including **mmp9** (ENSSSAG000000015173, ENSSSAG00000048994), **mmp9** (ENSSSAG00000042609 [sc-only], ENSSSAG0000006994), **mmp13** (ENSSSAG00000001570495), **f264** (ENSSSAG000000816699), **gpi** (ENSSSAG000000556699), and **g6pd** (ENSSSAG00000068731). One of the most highly expressed genes in this cluster encodes nephropin ( ENSSSAG00000079745), a zinc metalloendopeptidase expressed by zebrafish granulocytes that contributes to defence against bacterial infections [33].

3.3.5. **Haematopoietic stem cells**

A cluster of cells expressing genes including **cdk6**
Fig. 1. Comparison of snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq annotations of head kidney cellular heterogeneity in Atlantic salmon. (A) UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection) of cell types identified by sc/snRNA-seq. Each cluster is coloured by cell type. (B) Pie charts showing the proportions of each cell type from scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq. (C) Proportion of cell population markers unique to or shared by scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq. (D) Sankey network plot showing the correlation of marker genes for each cell population between datasets. The width of lines linking common cell clusters corresponds to the number of shared markers. The line colours reflect Pearson correlation scores between datasets following the scale provided. The number of common markers is displayed. Clusters that do not appear on the plot have less than 50 shared marker genes. Endo – endothelial cells, Epith – epithelial cells, Eryt – erythrocytes, Granu – granulocytes, HSCs – haematopoietic stem cells, IR – interrenal cells, Mesen – mesenchymal cells, MPs – mononuclear phagocytes, NK-L – natural killer-like cells and Thromb – thrombocytes.
(ENSSSAG000000100175), egr1 (ENSSSAG00000093647 [sc-only]), kit/ 
a (ENSSSAG0000003744, ENSSSAG00000066926), tsb (ENSS-
SAG00000005642) and npm/1a (ENSSSAG00000059137, ENSS-
SAG00000005676) was classified as HSCs, featuring 811 cells (6 % of 
total) in the scRNA-seq dataset and 892 cells (5 % of total) in the snRNA-
seq dataset.

3.3.6. Mononuclear phagocytes

Neither global cell clustering nor attempts at subclustering allowed a 
clear distinction between head kidney macrophages, monocytes, and 
dendritc cells in any of the two datasets, in contrast to another article 
published in this special issue describing MP heterogeneity in Atlantic 
salmon spleen [18]. Instead, these cells formed a common cluster. The 
cluster was identified in both datasets, with fewer cells recovered by 
scRNA-seq (955 cells, 7 % of all cells) than snRNA-seq (1984 cells, 11 % 
of all cells). MPs expressed classical markers of antigen presenting cells, 
such as mpeg1 (ENSSSAG000000076214), csfr1/a (ENSSSAG00000061 
479, ENSSSAG00000001705, ENSSSAG00000005676) and cd74/b 
(ENSSSAG00000004635, ENSSSAG00000062736).
3.3.7. NK-like cells
NK-like cells were identified by the expression of genes including prf1 (ENSSSAG00000002801, ENSSSAG00000009129), rmzx3 (ENSSSAG00000064246), agp1 (ENSSSAG00000117352), maja/b (ENSSSA00000108168, ENSSSAG000000052644, ENSSSAG00000008494 [sc-only], ENSSSAG00000113089 [sc-only] and arid3c (ENSSSA00000043118), consistent with the NK-like cell cluster described previously in Atlantic salmon liver [17]. The NK-like cluster was relatively small, comprising only 219 cells (<2% of total) in the scRNA-seq dataset and 284 cells (<2% of total) in the snRNA-seq dataset. The highest expressed NK-like marker was pik3rb (ENSSSA00000079094), which encodes a regulatory subunit of class 1 phosphoinositide 3-kinases crucial for the effector function of mammalian NK cells [34].

3.3.8. Thrombocytes
Thrombocytes were identified in both datasets. While scRNA-seq only identified 67 thrombocytes (1% of total cells), snRNA-seq recovered 612 (3% of total cells). The cluster was defined by classical thrombocyte markers such as thromb (ENSSSAG00000064289), itga3 (ENSSSAG0000028016), itgazb (ENSSSA00000050579, ENSSSAG00000051488), and mpl (ENSSSAG00000045689, ENSSSAG000000079193), but also gata1 (ENSSSAG00000085820, ENSSSAG00000081386), and b2m (ENSSSAG000000052180).

3.4. Atlantic salmon head kidney cell populations recovered by scRNA-seq only
Four clusters of cells were only identified by snRNA-seq. For this section, all Ensembl IDs originate from the snRNA-seq dataset.

3.4.1. Endothelial cells
The endothelial cell cluster contained 1601 cells (9% of total). These cells showed enrichment of several homologues of well-characterised endothelial-specific genes including egfl7 (ENSSSAG00000083641), tek (ENSSSAG00000096369, ENSSSAG00000072071) (alias tie2), robo4 (ENSSSAG00000051277), and cdh5 (ENSSSAG00000062972) (alias VE-cadherin). The cluster also showed highly specific expression of homologues of zebrafish-identified endothelial marker genes, including kdr (ENSSSAG00000046825, ENSSSAG000000054371) and dusp5 (ENSSSAG00000027885, ENSSSAG00000007089). Endothelial cell subpopulations are described in section 3.5.3.3.

3.4.2. Interrenal cells
Another cluster was designated interrenal cells and contained 419 cells (2% of total). Its identification was based on the expression of mitochondrial cytochrome P450 (cyt enzymes, including cyt1b (ENSSSAG00000086140), cyt1a2 (ENSSSAG00000099941), cyt2a1a2 (ENSSSAG0000004083, ENSSSAG00000106674) and cyt1c1 (ENSSSA00000036512), involved in steroid hormone biosynthesis and production of cortisol in interrenal cells of head kidney [35,36]. The interrenal cell cluster also showed expression of fbx1b (ENSSSAG00000070653), in agreement with findings in zebrafish [37] and m3a3 (alias fbx1b) shown to be the first molecular marker for interrenal cells in zebrafish [38].

3.4.3. Mesenchymal cells
Mesenchymal cells represented another small cluster exclusive to snRNA-seq (289 cells, <2% of total). Cells in this cluster showed fibroblast features, for instance the expression of collagen genes, including col1a2 (ENSSSAG00000046988, ENSSSAG00000067809), col6a6 (ENSSSAG00000040824), col1a1b (ENSSSAG00000069947), and col2a2b (ENSSSAG00000070858), similar to mesenchymal cells of zebrafish and Atlantic salmon liver [17,39]. Cadherins such as n-cadherin (cdh2 - ENSSSAG0000000678, ENSSSAG00000049983), a mesenchymal cell marker involved in the epithelial-mesenchymal transition [40], and the chemokine ccl12 (ENSSSAG000000117767) were also highly expressed in this population.

3.4.4. Epithelial cells
The last of the four cell populations exclusive to the snRNA-seq dataset was a small cluster comprising 157 cells (<1% of total). These were most likely epithelial cells, on the basis of high expression of sapp1 (ENSSSAG000000075108, ENSSSAG00000065688), lrp2a (ENSSSAG00000081532, ltnf1ba (ENSSSAG00000046470) and ddn (ENSSSAG00000056184), all expressed in epithelial cells of zebrafish kidney [41–43], as well as many genes encoding members of the solute carrier family.

3.5. Subclustering reveals distinct cellular subsets
Following the primary global clustering, we investigated B cells, T cells, and endothelial cells in more detail using subclustering analyses. For this, we extracted the cells belonging to the cluster of interest and conducted a new clustering to the exclusion of other cell types, aiming to identify different subpopulations and associated marker genes within each targeted cell type.

3.5.1. Identification of head kidney B cell subpopulations at distinct developmental stages
Comparable numbers and proportions of B cells were identified in the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets. The head kidney is the main site of B cell lymphopoiesis in teleost fish, and previous work in rainbow trout demonstrated the presence of different developmental B cell stages in the salmonid head kidney [44,45]. We performed separate sub-clustering of the global B cell clusters identified by snRNA-seq and scRNA-seq, again without integration. Both analyses identified five B cell subclusters (Fig. 3A) with overall highly correlated marker genes (Fig. 3B). Examples of markers for each of the B cell subclusters are shown in Fig. 3C, with the full list of markers in Supplementary Table 5.

In B1, snRNA-seq recovered three times more cells (900 cells, 17% of all B cells) than scRNA-seq (262 cells, 6% of all B cells). B1 showed markers characteristic of early B cell development (pro- and early-pro B cells) [44], with upregulation of ebfl (ENSSSAG000000070298) and genes involved in V(D)J-rearrangement (raql - ENSSSAG0000004550, raq2 - ENSSSAG0000004544 [sn-only], snx4 - ENSSSAG0000112690, ENSSSAG00000099132, ENSSSAG0000105188 [sn-only], dnt - ENSSSAG00000024940, ENSSSAG00000065644, and foxo1 - ENSSSAG00000054669) [46,47]. High expression of tcf4 (ENSSSAG00000071044, ENSSSAG00000115835), qftab (ENSSSAG00000038567, ENSSSAG00000099977) [48], and bcl11a (ENSSSAG00000078113) was also observed. Compared to the other four B cell clusters, B1 showed low levels of cd74 (ENSSSAG0000004635), cd53 (ENSSSAG0000008396 [sn-only], ENSSSAG0000071444), and cd37 (ENSSSAG00000065541) [49,50].

B2 shared some marker genes with clusters B1 and B3, including foxo1 (ENSSSAG00000054669) and ccr4 (ENSSSAG00000053084, ENSSSAG00000063084, ENSSSAG000000118192 [sc-only]), which is enriched in pro-pro B cells, pro-B cells and pre-B cells [51]. Similar numbers of B2 cells were retrieved from each dataset (755 cells, 18% of all B cells for scRNA-seq, 830 cells, 16% of all B cells for snRNA-seq). While raql (ENSSSAG00000070298) was not a marker of B2, the expression of raq2 (ENSSSAG0000004544 [sc-only]) was further increased compared to B1. Moreover, the transcription factor Ikaros (iks1, ENSSSAG00000053229 [sn-only]) was enriched in B2, in line with its role in driving the pre-B cell transition [52]. The B2 transcription profile is consistent with proliferating pre-B cells [53], as many of the marker genes encode proteins involved in cell cycle regulation, such as mki67 (ENSSSAG00000066170), ptna (ENSSSAG00000105782 [sn-only], ENSSSAG00000075676 [sc-only], cnd2a2 (ENSSSAG00000095730 [sc-only], ENSSSAG00000016373), gadd45
Furthermore, expression of the immunoglobulin light chain-encoding \textit{igl3v5} (ENSSSAG00000116510) started to increase in B2 and was further increased in B3 and B4, but was only a marker of B5. B3 and B4 displayed profiles consistent with two distinct subsets of resting mature B cells [44, 49-56]. B3 was the largest identified B cell cluster in both analyses, consisting of 1632 cells (40% of all B cells) in the scRNA-seq dataset and 2396 (45% of all B cells) in the snRNA-seq dataset. Both datasets also identified similar proportions of cells in B4, with 801 cells (15% of all B cells) from scRNA-seq and 1012 (25% of all B cells) from snRNA-seq.

Both B3 and B4 showed low expression of \textit{rag1} and \textit{rag2} and were enriched for different paralogues of \textit{klf2} (B3: ENSSSAG00000065713, ENSSSAG00000061142 [sc-only], ENSSSAG00000008784 [sc-only]) and \textit{top2a} (ENSSSAG00000006721). Furthermore, expression of the immunoglobulin light chain-encoding \textit{igd5v} (ENSSSAG00000116510) started to increase in B2 and was further increased in B3 and B4, but was only a marker of B5.

Interestingly, the subclusters appeared to represent two different B cell lineages, based on differential expression of immunoglobulin heavy chains. As the current Ensembl annotation of the Atlantic salmon genome does not include genes encoding immunoglobulin heavy chains, it is important to consider the difference in size of the fish used for scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, which could contribute to the observed variations in cell population recovery between the two protocols.

Fig. 3. Comparison of B cell subtypes identified by scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq. (A) UMAP of B cell subclusters identified by sc/snRNA-seq. (B) Sankey network plot showing the correlation of marker genes for each B cell subcluster between datasets. The width of the lines linking the sets of clusters corresponds to the number of common markers. The line colours reflect Pearson correlation according to the provided scale. Number of common markers are displayed. (C) Dotplot displaying markers for each B cell subcluster from scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq. The intensity of the dot colour corresponds to the level of expression, with darker shades indicating higher expression levels and lighter shades indicating lower expression levels. The dot sizes correspond the percentage of cells expressing the gene in each subcluster. The number next to the gene name provides the last six digits of the Ensembl accession number. As highlighted in section 3.3.2 regarding T cells, it is important to consider the difference in size of the fish used for scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, which could contribute to the observed variations in cell population recovery between the two protocols.
we conducted BLAST protein searches on some non-annotated genes and assigned names based on sequence homology. We identified three immunoglobulin classes: IgM (ENSSSAG00000004118 and ENSSSAG00000048830) with matches to ACN10898 and ACN10415; IgD (ENSSSAG000000105128) with a match to XP_045575991, and IgT (ENSSSAG00000115151, ENSSSAG00000109113 and ENSSSAG00000101183) with matches to ADD59873, ACX50292 and ACX50293. While IgT (ENSSSAG00000115151) was strongly enriched in B4, the expression of IgM (ENSSSAG00000048830, ENSSSAG00000004118) was higher in B3 than in B4 (although still much lower than in B5), consistent with the concept that B cells become committed to either IgT or IgM lineages during development [59]. The expression of IgD (ENSSSAG00000105128) was comparable in B3 and B4, but only a marker in B5.

In addition, B3 was enriched for cd37 (ENSSSAG00000065541), igl3v2 (ENSSSAG00000042545), ikzf1 (ENSSSAG00000008390 [sn-only]), ebf1 (ENSSSAG00000041858, ENSSSAG00000079780 [sn-only]) [44,60], bcl11ab (ENSSSAG00000086930, ENSSSAG00000119971 [sn-only]) [61], and cd9b (ENSSSAG00000097341). On the other hand, B4 showed enrichment for cd74 (ENSSSAG00000004635, ENSSSAG00000062736), bcl-2 (ENSSSAG00000085483), pax5 (ENSSSAG000000104911 [sc-only]), and ccr7 (ENSSSAG00000048324 [sc-only]). B5 was the most distinct subcluster, with an expression profile consistent with the final stages of B cell differentiation. B5 consisted of 455 cells in the scRNA-seq dataset (11% of all B cells) and 366 (7% of all B cells) in the snRNA-seq dataset. During

Fig. 4. Subclustering of the head kidney T cell population. Due to the limited number of T cells recovered by scRNA-seq, we only show T cell populations from snRNA-seq. Data from scRNA-seq is provided in Supplementary Fig. 5 (A) UMAP of T cell subclusters identified by snRNA-seq. (B) Dotplot displaying markers for each T cell subcluster. The dot colours indicate the average normalised expression of the gene, while dot sizes corresponds the percentage of cells expressing the gene in each subcluster. The number next to the gene name provides the last six digits of the Ensembl accession number.
the transition from plasmablast to plasma cell, \( pax5 \) is downregulated, in parallel to upregulation of transcription factors driving plasma cell development, including \( irf4 \), \( xbp1 \) and \( prdm1 \) [62,63]. B5 expressed plasmablast and plasma cell markers including \( cr3b2 \) (ENSS-SAG00000055328), \( xbp1 \) (ENSSSAG00000071607, ENSSSAG00000069500), \( pax5 \) (ENSSAG000000104911 [sc-only]), \( prdm1 \) (ENSSSAG00000062775, ENSSAG00000120858 [sc-only]), and several immunoglobulin-related genes. Hence, this cluster appeared to contain a mixture of plasmablasts and plasma cells in both datasets.

3.5.2. The head kidney contains a diverse range of \( T \) cells

Due to the small number of \( T \) cells recovered by scRNA-seq, we considered the scRNA-seq dataset most suitable for investigating \( T \) cell diversity. Subclustering of the 3057 \( T \) cells within the scRNA-seq dataset revealed eleven potential \( T \) cell subsets (Fig. 4A), consistent with the notion that Atlantic salmon \( T \) cells, like mammalian \( T \) cells, take advantage of the haematopoietic niche for long term persistence and maintenance [64]. Fig. 4B and Supplementary Table 6 present marker genes in each \( T \) cell subcluster. Supplementary Fig. 5 shows a preliminary subclustering of \( T \) cells from scRNA-seq, along with its correlation with scRNA-seq \( T \) cell subclusters. All Ensembl IDs referred to in the text derive from the scRNA-seq dataset.

\( T \) cells expressing \( cd4 \) were predominantly identified in T2 (876 cells, 29 % of all \( T \) cells) and T5 (194 cells, 6 % of all \( T \) cells). Atlantic salmon possesses two copies each for \( cd4-1b \) and \( cd4-2 \). Approximately 28 % of the cells in T2 and T5 co-expressed the teleost \( cd4-1a \) and/or \( cd4-1b \) as well as \( cd4-2b \) (ENSSSAG000000767631, ENSSAG00000040774, ENSSAG00000040842), representing a \( T \) cell subtype referred to as double positive \( cd4 \) \( T \) cells [65]. Moreover, in both clusters, around 20 % of cells expressed \( cd4-2b \), but not \( cd4-1d \), consistent with a \( cd4-2d-1 \) lymphocyte subpopulation described as less proliferative, but still responsive to bacterial infection [65]. Cells in T2 are likely to represent \( T \) helper cells, with high expression of molecules involved in \( T \) cell receptor recycling and naïve \( T \) cell activation, including \( cd4 \) genes:

- ENSSAG00000003357, ENSSAG00000085565, ENSSAG00000009411, three perforin-encoding genes (ENSSSAG000000104853, ENSSSAG00000065678, ENSSAG00000005439) [75], and \( id3 \) (ENSSAG00000107585). T4 did not express any of these markers, but expressed other cytotoxic genes at lower levels, suggestive of a functionally distinct or dormant \( \gamma \delta T \) cell population.

While cluster T11 (33 cells, 1 % of all \( T \) cells) did not express \( tcr \), it expressed other genes typical of mammalian \( \gamma \delta T \) cells, including \( sox13 \) (ENSSSAG00000077869, ENSSSAG00000058488), \( il17rb \) (ENSSAG00000038993), and \( il17rb \) (ENSSAG00000041063, ENSSAG00000055593) [76], possibly representing prolymphoid \( \gamma \delta T \) cell progenitors [77]. Enrichment for \( gata2 \) (ENSSSAG00000079702, ENSSSAG00000068560) and \( gata3 \) (ENSSAG00000044928, ENSSAG00000065907) were in line with the assumed progenitor nature of this subset [78,79]. However, enrichment for \( il17rb \), \( gata2 \), \( gata3 \), and \( il1r1 \) (ENSSAG00000081478, ENSSAG00000081480) is also seen in innate lymphoid cell progenitors [80]. T11 was also enriched for ENSSAG00000072601, encoding the scavenger receptor M130, a marker shared with T4. This is interesting, as two \( T \) cell subsets with dual expression of \( tcr \) and M130 (similar to T4) or gata3 and M130 (similar to T11) were recently described in Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) spleen [81].

The majority of cells in T6 (165 cells, 5 %) and T7 (159 cells, 5 %) were double negative for \( cd4 \) and \( cd8 \) (\( cd4 \) and \( cd8 \)) [82]. Based on expression of cytotoxic mediator genes encoding granulysins (ENSSAG00000052253, ENSSAG00000010873), perforins (ENSSSAG00000042647, ENSSAG000000106483, ENSSAG0000006878), and granzyme (ENSSAG00000052253), these cells could represent different cytotoxic \( T \) cell populations with properties resembling those of mammalian CD3+CD4-CD8- double-negative cytotoxic \( T \) cells [83]. This hypothesis was supported by high expression of ENSSAG00000092386, elsewhere annotated as \( fcer1lg1 \) (NCBI Gene ID: 106569423), which in mouse and human markers an innate-like \( T \) cell population with high cytotoxic potential [84]. Other markers of \( T \) included ccl8 (ENSSAG00000016649), il2rh (ENSSAG000000540463), il2rb-like (ENSSAG0000009526), and ids (ENSSAG00000107585).

The identity of T6 was more elusive. The array of markers detected implies a level of pluriplurpoity, including several \( B \) cell lineage-de termining transcription factors such as \( ebf1 \) (ENSSAG00000070298, ENSSAG00000079790), \( mex2c \) (ENSSAG00000032249, ENSSAG00000066626), \( bcl11aa/ab \) (ENSSAG00000078113), \( enssag00000006930 \), \( enssag00000019971 \), and \( pax5 \) (ENSSAG00000104911). The cluster was also marked by \( cd37 \) (ENSSAG00000065541) and \( cd79a \) (ENSSAG00000113980). Finally, T6 was enriched for transcription factors regulating self-renewal, such as \( msi2a \) (ENSSAG00000057524), \( tf712 \) (ENSSAG00000066753), and \( erg \) (ENSSAG00000066737) [85–87], as well as \( cd9b \) (ENSSAG00000097341).

Finally, T10 (33 cells, 1 %) displayed the lowest expression of \( \alpha \beta \) \( T \) cell receptor genes, but high levels of the transcription factor \( zbtb16 \) (alias \( psf \) ENSSAG00000016597) and \( gata2 \) (ENSSAG00000079702), suggestive of an iNKT or innate lymphoid precursor subset [88,89].

In comparison to the expected separation of \( cd4 \) and \( cd8 \) positive \( T \) cells in the scRNA-seq data, \( cd4-1 \) (ENSSAG00000040774), \( cd4-2 \) (ENSSAG00000076595, ENSSAG00000040842), and \( cd8a \) (ENSSAG00000065860) enriched cells clustered together in scT3, most likely masking true heterogeneity within the cluster. Notably, individual cells did not co-express \( cd4 \) and \( cd8 \) transcripts. Similarly, \( irf4 \) (ENSSAG00000010298) enriched cells clustered together in scT3. We find it...
likely that further subclustering of these two clusters would have revealed subgroups similar to T2, T3, and T5 (scT1) or T4 and T9 (scT3), respectively. However, such subclustering was not performed due to the low number of cells recovered. In addition, scT6 shared a high number of marker genes with T11, including scavenger receptor M130 (ENSSAG00000072601), sox13 (ENSSAG00000058488), and il7rb (ENSSAG00000038993), supporting the existence of this presumed progenitor subset. Several of the remaining subsets (scT2, scT4, scT7, and scT8) showed varying enrichment of markers associated with the double-negative innate-like T cells in T6 and T7, among them ENSSAG00000092386, meq2cb (ENSSAG00000032249), perf1-1-like (ENSSAG00000065678, ENSSAG00000005439), and il12rb (ENSSAG00000061284). It is not clear if these differences arise from the different size and development of fish, or can be partly attributed to methodological aspects, such as differences in nuclear and cytoplasmic transcript abundance.

3.5.3. Head kidney endothelial cells show transcriptional profiles consistent with arterial, venous, scavenger and glomerular phenotypes

Subclustering of the endothelial population revealed five distinct subclusters (Fig. 5A), all expressing high levels of endothelial-specific genes (Fig. 5B). List of markers in endothelial cell subclusters are shown in Supplementary Table 7. Again, all Ensembl IDs shown in the text were identified in the snRNA-seq dataset.

E1 (972 cells, 63 % of all endothelial cells) appears to represent scavenger capillary endothelium cells, with enrichment of several relevant marker genes including stab2 (ENSSAG00000045007), c-type lectin domain family 4 member e-like (ENSSAG0000120844) and mrc1 (ENSSAG00000073565) [90]. An activated and phagocyte-like phenotype was further supported by enrichment of neuroexins (nrnx1 (ENSSAG0000004275), nrnx2 (ENSSAG00000002870)) [91], vcam1b (ENSSAG00000043624) [92], csf1-2 (ENSSAG00000078129) [93], and genes encoding lysosomal proteins (cats (ENSSAG0000010327) and lampl1 (ENSSAG00000103986, ENSSAG0000002337). The subcluster was also enriched for two genes typical of mammalian lymphatic endothelium, lye1b (ENSSAG0000006461) and fli4 (ENSSAG00000040805, ENSSAG00000084309) [94,95].

Consistent with the notion that the majority of renal endothelial cells are of capillary origin, only three small clusters expressed high levels of the large vessel marker vwf (ENSSAG000000101168) [94]. The large vessel-derived endothelial cells clustered in E3 (111 cells, 7 % of all endothelial cells), E4 (65 cells, 4 %), and E5 (25 cells, 2 %). The expression of vwf was strongest in E4, suggesting this subcluster represents the venous side of circulation [96]. This assumption was strengthened by enrichment for the venous markers phvb (ENSSAG00000040305) and fscn1 (ENSSAG00000093180) [94].

On the other hand, E3 likely represented the arterial side of circulation, based on enrichment of gia5 (gia5a [ENSSAG000000042461, ENSSAG000000120725]), gia5b2 (ENSSAG00000120725), which in mouse is specific to arteries, driven by flow, and promotes arterial identity [94,97,98]. Furthermore, enrichment of cldn5 (ENSSAG00000120089) [94,96], dll4 (ENSSAG00000043552, ENSSAG00000043535) [99], efnb2a (ENSSAG00000049495) [100], mecmin (ENSSAG00000048049, ENSSAG000000041461) [94], and dlc (ENSSAG00000047939) [101] are consistent with an arterial phenotype.

The last endothelial subcluster was E2 (361 cells, 24 % of all endothelial cells), which could represent glomerular endothelium. Several E2-enriched genes have roles in cellular signaling (nrg4 [ENSSAG00000084919, ENSSAG00000004114], inpp4a [ENSSAG0000008049], prexl1 (ENSSAG000000108443, ENSSAG00000004484), yap3 (ENSSAG00000077687, ENSSAG00000045787, ENSSAG00000066757), fam65b (ENSSAG000000052374), ptprc (ENSSAG000000066666), and ptpn4a (ENSSAG00000065535)). In addition, E2 was enriched for several B cell-specific genes, including ebfl (ENSSAG0000000070298, ENSSAG00000079780), cd79a (ENSSAG0000000113980), pax5 (ENSSAG000000104911), and cd37 (ENSSAG000000065541). Interestingly, the transcription factor ebfl appears to be required for postnatal glomerular maturation [102]. Two additional glomerular marker genes were enriched in E2, adgre5b.3 (ENSSAG00000106051, ENSSAG00000010801) and synetb (ENSSAG000000070134) [94], strengthening the hypothesis that E2
cells are of glomerular origin, in agreement with their relative abundance [94].

3.5.4. Developmental trajectories from stem cells to distinct myeloid lineages

Clustering based on principal components failed to reveal biologically meaningful heterogeneity within the MP and granulocyte lineages. To test if these lineages had not yet undergone differentiation from immature states derived from the HSCs, we performed a trajectory analysis of the HSC, MP, and granulocyte populations using PHATE [26]. While the snRNA-seq dataset failed to display any clear trajectories (Supplementary Fig. 6), the scRNA-seq data identified two distinct branches from HSCs leading to granulocytes and MPs, with the granulocyte branch displaying a further bifurcation, which we named G2 and G3 (Fig. 6A). Clustering based on the PHATE embeddings revealed multiple intermediate populations between the HSCs for both the MP, i.e. MP (1) and MP (2), and granulocyte branches, i.e. G2 (1–4) and G3 (1–6) (Fig. 6A).

Marker genes for each sub-population defined by PHATE are provided in Supplementary Table 8. Marker genes for mature neutrophils including mmp13 (ENSSSAG00000070495) and ncf1 (ENSSSAG0000041940) showed increasing expression moving from HSCs towards both terminal granulocyte states, while marker genes for differentiated MPs including cxcr3.2 (ENSSSAG00000063084) and mpeg1 (ENSSSAG00000076214) exhibited increasing expression along the MP branch (Fig. 6B). Conversely, expression of the HSC markers egr1 (ENSSSAG00000093647) and nr4a1 (ENSSSAG00000045856) decreased along both lineages, and were completely silenced in both granulocyte branches (Fig. 6B). However, the terminal MP state MP (2) retained significant nr4a1 expression, which is interesting considering that this transcription factor is involved in the differentiation of monocye subpopulations in mammalian bone marrow [103]. We also found that two salmonid-specific paralogues encoding the Spi-1 (alias PU.1) transcription factor (ENSSSAG0000007573 and ENSSSAG00000064470), thought to drive the differentiation of mammalian stems cells into both neutrophils and monocytes [104], showed differential expression along the granulocyte and MP branches (Fig. 6B).

Specifically, one paralogue (ENSSSAG0000007573) showed earlier and higher overall expression in both granulocyte branches. We observed that two paralogues encoding the transcription factor Mef2c (ENSSSAG00000032249 and ENSSSAG00000066626), shown previously to direct monocyte development and restrict granulocyte development [105], were upregulated in the intermediate monocyte state MP (1) (Fig. 6B). We further observed a change in expression of genes encoding enzymes representing granulocyte-stimulating factor targets in the earliest stage of the granulocyte branch (G1), including alkaline phosphatase (ENSSSAG00000081220) and myeloid-specific peroxidase (ENSSSAG00000048994) [106].

To understand the distinction between the two granulocyte trajectories, we performed differential expression tests between G2 (4) and G3 (6) (Supplementary Table 9). G3 showed a striking expression of interferon-stimulated genes, including ifi27l2a (ENSSSAG00000037979), mx2 (ENSSSAG000000077530), four paralogues encoding polyubiquitin-like Isg15 (ENSSSAG00000064740, ENSSSAG00000098221, and ENSSSAG00000105254), and three paralogues encoding Rsad2 (ENSSSAG00000108937, ENSSSAG00000106505, and ENSSSAG00000108840) (Fig. 6C and D). According to findings from a study in zebrafish [107], neutrophils were the

![Fig. 6. Trajectory analysis of HSC, MPs and Granulocytes.](image)

(A) PHATE plot of the HSCs, MPs and granulocytes revealing a clear trajectory from HSCs to MPs, and a separate trajectory to the granulocytes, with an additional bifurcation into two populations, G2 and G3. (B) Violin plots of granulocyte and monocyte markers revealing increasing expression towards the terminal ends of the trajectory and reducing expression of HSC markers. (C) Visualization of the differential expression of genes between G2 and G3, driving the annotation of independent populations. (D) Differential expression of selected interferon-stimulated genes between G2 and G3.
major cell population expressing type I interferon and involved in combating viral infections. These observations further strengthen the assumption that G3 represents neutrophils. G2 showed less obvious marker genes, with the most expressed gene encoding one of the gene duplicates encoding the metabolic enzyme transketolase (ENSGAG0000095322), shown elsewhere to be important for neutrophil function [108].

4. Discussion

Over the last decade, an exponential rise in the availability and throughput of single cell transcriptomics has vastly increased our knowledge of the range and plasticity of cellular phenotypes and their roles in mammalian biology and pathology. Initiatives such as The Human Cell Atlas Project is currently building extensive atlases comprising multiple molecular measurements of all cell types in the human body [109]. The creation of widely available gene expression databases of signature genes of a multitude of cell types will enhance our understanding of the interplay between different cell types in a range of activation and differentiation states in health and disease.

Exploitation of single cell transcriptomics is also rapidly advancing biological knowledge in non-model fish species, improving our understanding of the immune system amongst many other traits [4,6]. Importantly, the identification of specific molecular targets also facilitates further characterisation of individual cell types in their natural morphological context, for example, by in situ hybridisation. This is of particular value in species such as Atlantic salmon, where the availability of monoclonal antibodies is limited.

Using cutting-edge omics technique, we report a comprehensive atlas of Atlantic salmon head kidney cells using single cell transcriptomics. We provide a novel catalogue of robust marker genes for the annotation of all major cell types in the Atlantic salmon head kidney, which will be a useful reference for the research community, including fish immunologists. By comparing two datasets, one generated from cells (scRNA-seq) and one from nuclei (snRNA-seq), we identify markers that successfully annotate cell types using either approach, increasing the transferability of our findings to future studies. Moreover, we found that snRNA-seq detected a wider range of cell types than scRNA-seq, and that this loss was associated with sample preparation prior to library preparation. We here discuss our findings in the view of the current literature and highlight advantages and disadvantages of both techniques, with a particular view to their use in Atlantic salmon. For a more comprehensive discussion of the two techniques, we refer to a recent review [4].

It is already well established that scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq differ in both recovered cell types and specific gene enrichment, even when performed on the same sample, and it is becoming increasingly common to apply both techniques to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the target tissue and cells. Directly comparing scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq data can be challenging due to disparities in cellular and nuclear expression patterns, as well as variations in cell type recovery. Thus, performing separate (rather than integrated) analyses for scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq data is thought to provide a more accurate understanding of cellular composition [110]. However, performing complementary analyses may be difficult to achieve in most aquaculture studies, due to the associated cost barriers. Our own attempts to integrate the scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq data resulted in anomalies when clustering, with significant mixing of unrelated lineages in the same clusters, indicating that independent analyses of the datasets was a better approach. In our study, eight major cell populations were identified in both our scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets. In line with previous reports of differences in cell type recovery between the two methods [7,9,111,112], four additional cell populations were recovered by snRNA-seq only. Most considerations related to the description of specific cell types and markers are incorporated in the results section and will not be repeated here. However, the great discrepancy in cell type recovery between scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq datasets deserves attention and probably relates to insufficient tissue dissociation and trapping of cells during filtering of the single cell suspension prior to scRNA-seq library preparation. Before libraries can be prepared, tissues are dissociated by mechanical and/or enzymatic digestion, followed by filtering to ensure clean and viable single cell suspensions. This critical step can result in loss of rare and fragile cell types and may also trigger dissociation-induced stress responses [4]. Our protocol relied solely on mechanical dissociation to obtain single cell suspensions forlibrary preparation. However, similar to scRNA-seq studies based on mechanical dissociation of the head kidney in three other fish species: three-spined stickleback [12], broadnosed pipefish [13], and flounder [16], our scRNA-seq analysis failed to recover endothelial cells. The strong reduction in endothelial marker transcripts observed during the filtering process indicates that mechanical dissociation of the head kidney may not be effective in dissociating structures like vascular stalks. It is plausible that the same could apply to the other cell types missing from the scRNA-seq analysis. Furthermore, potential effects of density gradient centrifugation on cell type recovery should be taken into consideration. Enzymatic digestion could address this limitation, based on previous analyses in zebrafish [113,114]. However, its inclusion could introduce new challenges: a study of mouse kidney showed that podocytes were absent or barely detectable when warm enzymatic dissociation was used [115]. The same study showed high expression of stress-induced genes, attributed to the dissociation process rather than the droplet-based library generation, as the same genes were induced in a parallel sample analysed by bulk RNA-seq. Such adverse responses could potentially be augmented in cold-adapted species such as Atlantic salmon, and a careful optimization of cold-active enzymes would be required before implementing enzymatic tissue disruption [4]. Finally, new techniques like FixNCut, which applies fixation of the tissue prior to cell dissociation, could help limit artifacts introduced during handling and improve the range of cell types detected by scRNA-seq [116].

While studies in mammals have suggested a bias towards preferential detection of immune cells when using scRNA-seq [111,112,117], our snRNA-seq dataset recovered six times more T cells than scRNA-seq and more than twice the number of MPs. It is tempting to speculate that the dissociation method chosen for our study could have influenced the relative numbers of immune cells in scRNA-seq. Indeed, the relative proportion of several recovered cell types was different in our two datasets. While B cells, NK-like cells, and HSCs were recovered in similar proportions, granulocytes were more abundant in the scRNA-seq dataset, while the remaining eight cell types were more abundant in the snRNA-seq dataset. Nevertheless, an important limitation of our study is the difference in samples used to compare scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, representing fish of different body sizes sampled from distinct populations. This makes it impossible to exclude that some of the reported differences between datasets result from ontogenetic differences [118]. Thus, to draw standardized conclusions about biases between scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, parallel sequencing of samples from the same animals will be necessary. Nevertheless, our data shows that snRNA-seq is well suited to detect most cell types in the Atlantic salmon head kidney.

One advantage of single-cell omics, especially when working with non-model animals, is the ability to cluster and annotate cell types without extensive prior knowledge of marker genes. Our extended lists of marker genes for the 12 major cell populations of the Atlantic salmon head kidney represent an important resource that will help identify key markers for use in other studies and aid the choice of cell-specific targets for development of antibodies and probes for in situ hybridisation. Here, we have identified robust and novel markers for specific cell populations. For instance, the gene mcr1 (ENSSAGA00000073565) was found to be exclusively expressed in endothelial cells, whereas its paralog, mcr1b (ENSSAGA00000039787), showed expression in MPs instead of endothelial cells. This provides new insights into the differential expression patterns of paralogues in different cell populations in Atlantic salmon head kidney.

Furthermore, our observations enable us to reevaluate markers used
in Atlantic salmon studies. Our results indicate that some cell type markers may be less specific than commonly assumed, at least on the transcript level. For example, the pan-B cell markers *cd79a* and *cd22* were both expressed in B cells, but neither was restricted to B cells only. While *cd79a* was a marker in one T cell subcluster (T6), paralogues of the *cd22* gene were expressed by erythrocytes and granulocytes. This is supported by previous single reports: a study by Hashimoto et al. [119] demonstrated that *CD79A* is transiently expressed in immature T lineage cells, and *cd22* expression has been reported in erythrocytes and lymphocytes of maraena whitefish (*Coregonus maraena*) and mice granulocytes [120,121]. This highlights the importance of accurately defining which paralogues are expressed in each cell population. Such information is crucial for downstream applications like *in situ* hybridisation, where selecting and specifically capturing the most appropriate target gene is essential for the success and accuracy of the experiment.

Compared to mammals, limited information is available about the different subsets of immune cells in Atlantic salmon and their development. Our subclustering of B and T cell clusters revealed distinct groups of head/kinney lymphocytes, linked to biologically relevant subtypes. The heterogeneity of rainbow trout peripheral blood B cells was recently examined by scRNA-seq [122], describing B cell differentiation stages subsequent to leaving the head kidney. However, to our knowledge, no studies published to date have used single cell transcriptomics to dissect immune cell heterogeneity within the salmonid head kidney, which is the main organ for B cell lymphopoiesis. Our findings increase the understanding of salmonid B cell biology by complementing previous characterisations of rainbow trout B cells. These studies used cytometric to assess key transcription factors, surface immunoglobulins, and cell size, separating rainbow trout head kidney B cells into “early development B cells” (rag1<sup>+</sup> <i>ebf1</i> <sup>+</sup>, equivalent to our B1 population), “late development B cells” (pax5<sup>+</sup> <i>hcmu</i> <sup>+</sup>, equivalent to our B3 and B4 populations), and “plasmablasts/pre-plasma cells and plasma cells” (equivalent to our B5) [44,45]. In addition, our findings suggest that B2 represents proliferating pre-B cells, the developmental stage following B1. B3 and B4 showed enrichment for the quiescence-associated transcription factor <i>klf2</i>, typical of naïve, follicular B cells and B1 cell lineage in mammals [123,124], as well as <i>dnmt3a/b</i>, encoding DNA methylases that limit plasma cell differentiation [57]. However, the populations differed in their immunoglobulin profiles. Only B4 expressed the gene encoding the heavy chain of mucosal immunoglobulin IgT, suggesting that B3 and B4 represent alternative rather than sequential differentiation paths. It may be worth noting that transcription profiles of naïve and memory B cells have many features in common, and it is possible that further subclustering of B3 and/or B4 populations would have revealed memory B cell, as well as pre-immune subsets [125]. Supporting the validity of our interpretations, similar B cell populations to B3, B4 and B5 (but not B1 and B2) were identified by srRNA-seq in the spleen from the same fish in a separate study [18], in line with their proposed nature.

Our data also provide a snapshot of the transcription factors enriched at each developmental stage of salmonid B cell lymphopoiesis. This detailed analysis allows capture of high-resolution information regarding the expression patterns of a range of transcription factors, inviting further dissection of the regulatory transcriptional networks involved. The transcription factor program that guides B cell lymphopoiesis appears to be highly conserved amongst vertebrates, as well as tightly controlled, amongst other by the use of alternative splice variants [40]. To avoid length and depth problems in protein-coding optimal to evaluate the use of alternative splicing, however, we observed that different gene duplicates of several transcription factors with established roles in B cell development were enriched at different stages of differentiation. For example, different orthologues of <i>ebf1</i>, a key regulator of the B cell transcriptional program [126], showed reciprocal expression patterns between B1 and later developmental stages. While ENSSSAG00000070298 was enriched in B1 and thereafter declined, ENSSSAG00000079780 was not upregulated until after pre-BCR proliferation with the strongest expression seen in B3. A third <i>ebf1</i> duplicate, ENSSSAG00000041858, followed the same pattern as ENSSSAG00000079780, but was expressed in a smaller proportion of cells. Interestingly, two gene duplicates of <i>bcl11a</i>, a driver of <i>ebf1</i> expression [61] followed the same pattern, as <i>bcl11a</i> was enriched in B1, and the alternative gene duplicate <i>bcl11ab</i> increased later, with enrichment in B3. Further studies are needed to understand if there is a causal relationship between these observations, and if this apparent switch in transcription factor expression has biological significance. Our dataset represents a resource for researchers interested in studying the regulation of salmonid B cell development, as well as a springboard for further focused studies.

Despite extensive characterisation of T cell receptor diversity at the genomic level [74,127] and an array of antibody-based analyses of T cell surface antigens (summarised in Ref. [128]), our understanding of salmonid head kidney T cell heterogeneity is still limited by the availability of specific reagents and knowledge of subtype-specific targets. Recent scRNA-seq studies in two other teleosts, Nile tilapia [14] and flounder [16], have identified <i>cd4</i><sub>+</sub><i>cd8</i> <sup>+</sup>, <i>cd4</i><sub>+</sub><i>cd8</i><sup>−</sup>, <i>cd4</i><sub>−</sub><i>cd8</i><sup>+</sup> and <i>cd4</i><sub>−</sub><i>cd8</i><sub>−</sub> (Nile tilapia only) T cell subsets in head kidney, as well as cells with low expression of <i>cd4</i><sub>−</sub><i>cd8</i>, proposed to represent immature T cells. Our findings are in line with these studies, showing <i>cd4</i><sub>−</sub><i>cd8</i><sup>−</sup> (T2 and T5), <i>cd4</i><sub>−</sub><i>cd8</i><sup>+</sup> (T3), and a low <i>cd4</i><sub>+</sub><i>cd8</i> expressing T cell subset that could represent immature T cells (T1). We also extend on these observations by identifying a separate subset of <i>cd4</i><sup>+</sup><i>Tregs</i> that express <i>foxp3</i>, and attempting to classify the double negative populations (T4-T11) further. In this group of clusters, two exhibited profiles suggestive of distinct γδT cell populations, while at least one resembled mammalian innate-like cytotoxic T cells [84] (T7), and two resembled lymphoid progenitor populations (T10 and T11). The expression of B cell lineage markers in the final subcluster (T6) is difficult to explain, but could be related to a state of self-renewal, as some reports suggest an association with or involvement in the regulation of proliferation and survival in immature or transformed T cells [119,129–131]. Our data can be used to develop new approaches to understand T cell subsets in salmonids. For example, the combined detection of <i>tcry</i>, <i>il17rb</i>, and <i>m130</i> could be tested as a strategy to enrich and separate low frequency <i>cd3e</i> <sup>+</sup> T cell subsets of the γδT lineage (T1: <i>tcry</i><sub>+</sub><i>il17rb</i> <sup>+</sup><i>m130</i><sup>+</sup>; T4: <i>tcry</i><sub>+</sub><i>il17rb</i> <sup>+</sup><i>m130</i><sup>+</sup>; T9: <i>tcry</i><sub>+</sub><i>il17rb</i> <sup>+</sup><i>m130</i><sup>−</sup>). As these three candidate genes all encode putative surface proteins, they could also be candidates for antibody-based separation prior to functional testing, bearing in mind that regulation of translation, protein half-life, and surface expression may disturb the clean distinction observed on the transcript level. Interestingly, T cell populations with similar profiles to all clusters identified in our study except T6 and T10 were identified by srRNA-seq of the spleen of the same fish in a separate study [18].

We also performed subclustering of the endothelial cells, illustrating diversity in a non-immune cell population with important roles in fish physiology. Endothelial cells are the target of several infectious agents, including isavirus salaris (infectious salmon anaemia virus) and viral haemorrhagic septicaemia virus [132,133]. Our study confirms that a significant proportion of head kidney endothelial cells have a transcription profile suggestive of a scavenging phenotype, in line with past experimental work [134] and reveals target genes that will aid the identification of these cells in subsequent studies.

Similar to previous reports, our scRNA-seq and srRNA-seq datasets showed variation in the number of differentially expressed genes across different fish lines. Furthermore, the proteins differed in their content of specific transcripts. While nuclear RNA tends to be enriched for long intergenic noncoding RNAs and nuclear-function genes, srRNA-seq captures more ribosomal and mitochondrial genes [111,135]. The capture of high amounts of ribosomal and mitochondrial content are commonly considered technical artifacts indicative of low-quality samples, and hence discarded during filtering. However, our
findings suggest caution must be applied when choosing such a threshold to avoid excluding genuine cells. Our scRNA-seq dataset showed that HSCs and some immune cells (MPs, B cells, and T cells) had the highest content of ribosomal transcripts. This is in accordance with previous studies that have demonstrated how immune cells tend to express higher levels of ribosomal genes to support cell proliferation and activation [136]. Furthermore, early stage HSCs exhibited elevated transcription of ribosomal genes, which becomes suppressed during differentiation when lineage-specific genes are upregulated [137]. The lower detection of ribosomal and mitochondrial transcripts is a clear advantage of snRNA-seq, leaving more sequencing coverage to detect cell identity-relevant transcripts and possibly enhancing cell-type identification.

Ambient RNA is a term used to describe RNA molecules in the suspension that have been released from dead or stressed cells, and when incorporated in droplets produced by single cell microfluidic platforms can be wrongly counted as cells. The levels of ambient RNA were highest in our snRNA-seq dataset. Similar to others before us, we concluded that snRNA-seq requires more rigorous background removal methods to distinguish between droplets filled with ambient RNA and those containing actual cells. However, we found that the overall notation of major cell types detected by scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq in our data was consistent. This shows that snRNA-seq provides sufficient gene detection to enable the identification of distinct cell populations in Atlantic salmon head kidney, despite capturing a lower total RNA content, but does not indicate that it is superior to scRNA-seq in this respect.

In conclusion, this study is the first to analyze head kidney of Atlantic salmon by single-cell transcriptomics. To our knowledge, it is the first study to compare cell type detection and gene expression obtained by two sample isolation and library preparation techniques, scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, in a salmonid species. Our findings represent an important contribution to aquaculture research and fish immunology, by expanding understanding of the cellular composition of Atlantic salmon head kidney and cell type-specific expression profiles, and by delivering a comprehensive catalogue of marker genes that can be used as targets for antibody generation and probes for in situ RNA hybridisation. Furthermore, the insights gained from this study will aid researchers in making informed decisions about which single cell transcriptome method is most suitable to effectively address their research questions.
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